Masking Covers & Component Covers
Elasticated masking and component covers protect hard-to-protect
parts from corrosion, dust and dirt when in use, storage or transit
Whatever you need to protect – from seat covers to parts of engines, brake
discs, gaskets, flywheels, pipe ends – we will be able to develop a masking
solution that protects your products in use, transportation and storage.
Our masking and component covers are an exceptionally versatile, simple
and quick to fit masking solution used throughout the UK and Europe by
more than 100 companies in over 500 different applications.
Hundreds of Blue Chip UK manufacturing companies use masking covers
including: Ford, Jaguar, BMW, Lear, Johnson Controls, Land Rover, BA, Rolls
Royce, Bentley, Toyota, Nissan and Corus. Whatever the best solution is to
protect your products, we can develop, trial and supply it for you.

STOCK MASKING COVERS

We stock a range of masking covers
which includes circular masking covers
with diameters from 200mm up to
3 meters and elastic topped masking
bags from 300mm to 900mm wide.
Utility companies use MASKING
COVERS to cover ends of pipes &
protect pipes from rodents during onsite storage.
Warehouses use clear MASKING
COVERS to protect the contents of
stillage, storage boxes, and plastic tubs
from contamination.
Household goods companies use
MASKING COVERS to protect finished
goods from damage during storage.
Engine manufacturers use MASKING
BAGS to cover the ends of open pipes
on engines.
Pipeline companies use MASKING BAGS
to cover valves.

Free trials
of stock or
bespoke
covers
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ANTI RUST MASKING COVERS

BESPOKE MASKING COVERS

Engine
manufacturers
use
VCI
MASKING BAGS and VCI MASKING
COVERS to protect areas on engines
that are more sensitive to corrosion;
this includes flywheels and diff-locks.
Covers are manufactured using VCI
paper as well as VCI polythene.

Car battery manufacturers use bespoke
shaped MASKING COVERS to protect
2m2 battery trays during assembly.

Elasticated anti-rust (VCI) masking
covers are simple, quick and easy to
put on, and protect the metal parts
they cover from corrosion in transit,
storage or in-use.

Car manufacturers use specialist VCI
paper/polythene laminated MASKING
COVERS to protect brake discs from
corrosion and brake judder.
The
covers remain on until pre-dealer
assembly where they are easily
removed without taking the wheel off.
Steel converters use 3 meter wide VCI
MASKING CAPS to protect the ends of
steel coils from corrosion in transit and
storage.
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We make the covers in custom shapes,
and with fittings including elastic
edges, eyelets, draw cord, bungee,
hooks or Velcro – all of which protect
your manufactured parts.

Car interior manufacturer’s use
bespoke MASKING COVERS to cover
drop-down TV screens in car interiors –
covers stay on during assembly.
Axle manufacturers use a bespoke
MASKING SLEEVE (draws in at both
ends) to protect a joint of a truck axle.
Bespoke HI-TEMPERATURE MASKING
BAGS protect parts of a metal tube
during masking and powder coating.
Bespoke PAINTABLE MASKING COVERS
absorb paint and protect part of an
axle during painting.
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Drum Covers & Pallet Covers
Re-useable drum & pallet covers protect drums, pallets and contents
from contamination, dust and dirt when in use, storage or transit.
They are a cost effective way of ensuring health & safety compliance

Re-useable elasticated drum covers protect the contents of drums from dirt,
dust, moisture, insects and other contaminants, and from cross-contamination
during and in-between production.

Free trials
of stock or
bespoke
covers

They are a necessary and cost-effective way of ensuring health and safety
procedures in your factory are as up-to-date with best practice as possible.
They are an essential part of a Health & Safety Manager/Factory Manager/
Operations Managers toolkit to protect drums in electronics, chemicals, inks,
paints, pharmaceuticals and food factories.

DRUM COVERS

Drum covers are easy to apply and
simply snap over the drum lid. Antistatic drum covers protect flammable
drum contents from the environment.
The covers also protect your drums
from water/contamination ingress if
stored outside.
 Cost effective, reusable, durable
snap on protection
 Best practice health and safety
solutions - extra protection
against user fallibility
 Covers contain evaporates and
airborne particulates in the drums
& prevent cross-contamination
 Easy slip-on/ slip-off inspection of
container contents
 Designed to fit tight-head or open
top drums
 A wide range of sizes available
from 100mm to 2000mm
 Covering drums from 10 to 500L
 Ideal for pails, drums, mixing
vessels, IBC’s etc.
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FOOD SAFE COVERS

BOX CONTAINER COVERS

Our Food Safe Masking Covers are a
range of blue tinted elasticated food
safe covers suitable for drums, pallets
or any size container, made from food
approved polythene, and manufactured
in a controlled environment, for use in
the food industry.

A range of see through clear elasticated
covers to protect contents of totes,
plastic storage boxes and other
warehouse
containers
from
contamination and dust.

PALLET COVERS

KERBSIDE RECYCLING COVERS

Elasticated pallet covers will cover and
protect mixed goods stored on pallets
from dust or contamination. Pallet
covers are available either in full, euro
or half pallet size, and available in:
 Clear, see through PE film - to see
what is on the pallet
 Opaque white breathable PP film allows products to breathe
 Opaque blue waterproof CPE film keeps products dry.
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Available in Standard or Premium
versions, the covers protect recycling
from contamination:


Standard covers are supplied from
clear, UV protected polythene.



Ultra covers are supplied in heavy
duty opaque woven polypropylene
and include an additional tie cord
to fix the cover to the box when it
is not in use.
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